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Abstract

The healthy prostate is a relatively quiescent tissue. Yet, prostate epi-
thelium overgrowth is a common condition during aging, associated
with urinary dysfunction and tumorigenesis. For over thirty years,
TGF-b ligands have been known to induce cytostasis in a variety of
epithelia, but the intracellular pathway mediating this signal in the
prostate, and its relevance for quiescence, have remained elusive.
Here, using mouse prostate organoids to model epithelial progeni-
tors, we find that intra-epithelial non-canonical Activin A signaling
inhibits cell proliferation in a Smad-independent manner. Mechanis-
tically, Activin A triggers Tak1 and p38 ΜAPK activity, leading to p16
and p21 nuclear import. Spontaneous evasion from this quiescent
state occurs upon prolonged culture, due to reduced Activin A secre-
tion, a condition associated with DNA replication stress and aneu-
ploidy. Organoids capable to escape quiescence in vitro are also able
to implant with increased frequency into immunocompetent mice.
This study demonstrates that non-canonical Activin A signaling safe-
guards epithelial quiescence in the healthy prostate, with potential
implications for the understanding of cancer initiation, and the
development of therapies targeting quiescent tumor progenitors.
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Introduction

The healthy prostate is a relatively quiescent tissue during adult-

hood (De Marzo et al, 1998; Toivanen & Shen, 2017). In contrast,

the overgrowth of the prostatic epithelium is one of the most com-

mon conditions experienced by aging men, being linked with uri-

nary dysfunction and tumorigenesis (Ørsted & Bojesen, 2013). The

molecular mechanisms causing exit from quiescence are poorly

understood. Chronic inflammation—potentially induced by infection

(e.g., prostatitis) (Shinohara et al, 2013; Kwon et al, 2014; Simons

et al, 2015), chemical damage (e.g., urine reflux) (Kirby et al, 1982),

physical trauma (e.g., corpora amylacea) (DuPre et al, 2018), die-

tary carcinogens (Nakai et al, 2007), obesity (Kwon et al, 2016a),

hormonal imbalance (e.g., low systemic androgen levels) (Zhang

et al, 2016; Wang et al, 2017), and aging (Crowell et al, 2019)—has

been implicated in DNA damage, oxidative stress, and atrophy,

leading to a proliferative response (Sfanos et al, 2018; de Bono et al,

2020). Considering the high frequency of these events, it would be

logical to hypothesize specialized mechanisms to safeguard epithe-

lial quiescence, but they have been rarely investigated.
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It has long been known that transforming growth factor b (TGF-

b) signaling inhibits the proliferation of a large variety of epithelial

cell types (Tucker et al, 1984; Moses et al, 2016), including those of

the prostate (McKeehan & Adams, 1988). SMAD factors are the

canonical intracellular mediators of this signaling, but additional

non-canonical pathways can also be triggered by TGF-b receptors

(Massagu�e, 2012; Derynck & Budi, 2019). In gastrointestinal (GI)

carcinomas (e.g., pancreas, colon), the canonical pathway is fre-

quently mutated (Bailey et al, 2016; Yaeger et al, 2018). However,

outside of the GI tract, TGF-b/SMAD components are rarely inacti-

vated in tumors, leaving unexplained the nature of the intracellular

signaling responsible for the cytostatic effect of TGF-b (David &

Massagu�e, 2018; Gerstung et al, 2020).

Enhanced Tgf-b signaling has been linked with the presence of

quiescent epithelial progenitors in the proximal/periurethral region

of the mouse prostate (Salm et al, 2005; Wei et al, 2019). Recent

single-cell studies have confirmed the enrichment of a variety of epi-

thelial progenitors—basal, luminal proximal (LumP), and periure-

thral (PrU) cells—in this anatomical district, though also present at

low frequency in the distal compartment (Henry et al, 2018;

Crowley et al, 2020; Guo et al, 2020; Joseph et al, 2020; Karthaus et

al, 2020; Mevel et al, 2020). Such cells are known to be particularly

quiescent during homeostasis (Pignon et al, 2015; Kwon et al,

2020), but also to exhibit extensive regenerative potential in ex vivo

assays (Kwon et al, 2016b; Crowley et al, 2020).

Thus, the TGF-b-induced cytostatic response in epithelial progen-

itors may be relevant for the control of quiescence, but the complex-

ity of this pathway, the lack of interpretable genetic alterations

in patients, and the heterogeneous cellular composition of the

prostate have so far hampered mechanistic investigations. Here, we

reasoned that prostate organoid models (Chua et al, 2014; Karthaus

et al, 2014)—in combination with orthotopic transplantation

approaches—may provide a biologically relevant, and experimen-

tally amenable, system for addressing this question.

Results

Mouse prostate organoid cultures enable the
continuous expansion of epithelial progenitors in a
near-physiological manner

Initially, we set out to assess whether mouse prostate organoids are a

representative and informative model for the study of the prostate epi-

thelium, in light of recent discoveries on prostate cellular heterogeneity

and dynamics (Barros-Silva et al, 2018; Henry et al, 2018; Crowley et

al, 2020; Guo et al, 2020; Karthaus et al, 2020; Kwon et al, 2020; Mevel

et al, 2020). Considering our interest in signaling, we focused on a cul-

ture method in defined media conditions. This protocol relies on a mix

of growth factors and inhibitors, including Egf, Noggin, R-spondin 1,

the Tgf-b receptors inhibitor A83-01, and dihydrotestosterone (ENRAD)

(Karthaus et al, 2014; Drost et al, 2016). We generated a biobank of

mouse prostate organoids, starting from bulk populations of cells from

distinct prostate lobes and mouse strains (Fig 1A, Appendix Fig S1A–

E). In line with previous studies (Chua et al, 2014; Karthaus et al, 2014;

Drost et al, 2016), we found that, upon tissue dissociation, only a small

fraction of cells (approx. 1%) was capable to generate organoids in cul-

ture and that organoid-forming efficiency increased over passages,

suggesting enrichment for epithelial progenitors (Fig 1B). To gain

greater insights, we longitudinally tracked organoid formation—from

single cells to fully formed organoids—and we observed a progressive

expansion of cells expressing the progenitor epithelial surface antigen

Sca-1 (encoded by Ly6a; Fig 1C) (Kwon et al, 2016b; Crowley et al,

2020). Thereafter, the level of Sca-1 appeared to be stable over a long

culture period (e.g., 10 weeks). To extend our observations, we

performed transcriptomic analyses on three organoid lines derived from

distinct mouse prostate lobes (Fig 1D and E). Consistently with enrich-

ment for epithelial progenitors, organoids expressed high levels of

genes specific for the proximal and periurethral compartments (e.g.,

Psca, Tacstd2, and Ly6d), as well as basal (e.g., Krt5, Krt14, Trp63) and

luminal marker genes (e.g., Krt8, Ar, Foxa1). In contrast, distal luminal

markers were lowly expressed (e.g., Nkx3.1, Pbsn, Sbp). Histological

(H&E) and immunofluorescent (IF) analyses confirmed that prostate

organoids, for the most part, are made up of a bilayer of cuboidal cells,

displaying progenitor marker proteins (e.g., Krt7, Ppp1r1b), and resem-

bling the cyto-architecture of the periurethral/proximal compartment

(Figs 1F–H and EV1A). As expected for periurethral/proximal cells—

which are known to be castration resistant—mouse prostate organoids

were reversibly dependent on androgen for lumen formation

(Fig EV1B–D), but minimally for their survival (Fig EV1E).

The epithelium of the prostate is characterized by a slow cellular

turnover. In contrast, prostate organoids appeared to proliferate

indefinitely (Fig EV2A and B)—while retaining low levels of geno-

mic instability (Fig EV2C and D)—raising the question of how cul-

ture conditions enable persistent cycling in a near-physiological

manner. Either an excess of stimulatory cues in culture, or a lack of

inhibitory ones—or both—may explain the shift from homeostatic

quiescence in vivo to unrestrained mitotic activity in vitro. Using a

“n -1 approach” for assessing the requirement for growth factors

and inhibitors in culture (Fig EV3A), we found that prostate orga-

noids are strictly dependent on exogenous Egf (Fig EV3B–D), as

well as Tgf-b receptors inhibition by A83-01. Given the limited

understanding of prostate quiescence, we focused on the require-

ment for the Tgf-b receptors inhibitor A83-01 for the continuous

expansion of mouse prostate organoid cultures.

Intra-epithelial non-canonical Activin A signaling is a key
mediator of the Tgf-b induced cytostatic response in mouse
prostate organoids

Upon A83-01 withdrawal, organoids displayed a marked reduction

in EdU incorporation within 24 h, demonstrating a cytostatic

response in this model (Fig 2A, Appendix Fig S2A). A83-01 is a

potent inhibitor of three type-I Tgf-b family receptors, and two of

them—Acvr1b and Tgfbr1 (also known as Alk4 and Alk5)—together

with their ligands—Activin A (encoded by the Inhba gene) and

Tgfb1—were found expressed in prostate organoids (Appendix Fig

S2B) and shown to play critical roles in the inhibition of cell cycle

induced by A83-01 depletion (Appendix Fig S2C and D). Paracrine

and autocrine ligand–receptor interactions have been demonstrated

to negatively regulate epithelial proliferation (Sporn & Todaro,

1980; Tucker et al, 1984) leading us to investigate the release of

Tgf-b ligands in organoid cultures. We employed a click-chemistry

approach to enrich secreted proteins released in the culture

medium, followed by mass spectrometry analysis (Eichelbaum et al,

2012). Over multiple experiments, we consistently recovered
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Figure 1. Mouse prostate organoids are highly enriched in epithelial progenitor cells.

A Schematic diagram describing organoid culture derivation (AP, Anterior Prostate; DLP, Dorso-Lateral Prostate; VP, Ventral Prostate; SV, Seminal Vesicle; DHT,
dihydrotestosterone).

B Mouse prostate organoid forming efficiency. Efficiency at derivation (left; n = 6 biological replicates, data points are shown with crossing line representing mean
value). Efficiency at passage 1-3 (right; n ≥ 3 biological replicates per organoid line/passage; data are presented as mean).

C Representative longitudinal flow cytometry analysis of dissociated organoid cells (Bas, Basal; LumP, Luminal Proximal; PrU, Periurethral; Lum Distal, Luminal Distal).
D End-point RT–PCR analysis for selected marker genes (n = 3 biological replicates).
E Bulk-RNAseq analysis (n = 3 biological replicates; individual data points are shown with bar graphs representing mean value).
F Representative hematoxylin-eosin (H&E) staining of mouse prostate tissue and organoid sections (scale bars = 50 lm).
G Representative immunofluorescence (IF) analysis for selected markers in mouse prostate tissue and organoid sections (scale bars = 50 lm).
H IF staining for selected markers in mouse prostate tissue and organoid sections (scale bars = 50 lm).
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Activin A peptides in the organoid supernatant, and only in one

instance, a Tgfb1 peptide (Fig 2B). Western blot analysis of total

organoids lysates confirmed the expression of Activin A in all the

three lobe-specific organoid cultures, showing both monomeric and

dimeric forms of the protein (Appendix Fig S2E). Of note, analysis

of recently published single cell RNA sequencing datasets of adult

mouse prostate (Data ref: Crowley et al, 2020) identified a small

number of Basal, LumP, and PrU cells expressing Inhba (Appendix

Fig S2F), while immunolocalization studies in mouse prostate tissue

and organoid cultures detected Acvr1b in prostate progenitors

(Fig 2C) with an expression pattern similar to Egfr (Fig EV3D).

Replacement of A83-01 with Follistatin—a well-known Activin A

inhibitor (Nakamura et al, 1990)—or with the Activin A neutraliz-

ing antibody MAB3381 was sufficient to sustain proliferation,

revealing a prominent role for Activin A in inducing a cytostatic

response (Fig 2D). To gain greater insights on the downstream path-

way, we boosted Tgf-b receptor activity by combining A83-01 with-

drawal with the supplementation of distinct ligands. Activin A was

found to enhance the non-canonical arm of Tgf-b signaling—medi-

ated by the Tgf-b activated kinase, Tak1 (encoded by the Map3k7

gene), and the downstream p38 MAPKs—as well as the accumula-

tion of the cell cycle inhibitor p21 (Fig 2E, Appendix Fig S3A). In

contrast, Tgfb1 increased the activity of the canonical Tgf-b path-

way—via Smad2/3 phosphorylation, but with little, if any, alter-

ation of p21 levels (Fig 2E, Appendix Fig S3A). This dichotomy

prompted us to functionally test the role of the canonical and

non-canonical pathway, respectively. Disruption of the canonical

pathway, via shRNA-mediated silencing of Smad4, did not alter the

cytostatic response upon A83-01 withdrawal (Fig EV4A and B). In

contrast, the inhibition of either Tak1 or the structurally related

p38a and p38b MAPKs—using a variety of inhibitors (Fig 2F and G,

Appendix Fig S3B–D)—was sufficient to ensure organoid expansion

in the absence of Tgf-b receptor blockade.

TGF-b receptors, and cytokine-stimulated receptors (e.g., IL-1,

TNF, type-I interferons), are known to converge on TAK1-p38 MAPK

signaling to activate a variety of downstream factors controlling

immune- and stress-related responses, including well-characterized

transcriptional programs (Yamaguchi et al, 1995; Sato et al, 2005;

Shim et al, 2005; Sorrentino et al, 2008). By combining bulk-RNA

sequencing and biochemical approaches, we confirmed that in the

absence of Tgf-b receptors inhibition, Tak1-p38a/b signaling resulted

in phosphorylation and nuclear shuttling of immune-related tran-

scription factors (e.g., Stat1/2, NF-kB), which led to the transcription

of immune-related gene sets (e.g., induced by TNF or type-I inter-

ferons) (Platanias, 2005), as well as to the phosphorylation of the

stress-related kinase Mapkapk2 (Fig 2H and I, Appendix Fig S3E–I).

Importantly, Tak1-p38 MAPK activity was associated with the

nuclear accumulation of the key cell cycle inhibitors p21 and p16

(Fig 2J, Appendix Fig S3H and I).

Collectively, our data demonstrated that intra-epithelial non-

canonical Activin A signaling induce a cytostatic response in mouse

prostate organoids.

Evasion from the Tgf-b induced cytostatic response via
downregulation of intra-epithelial Activin A signaling

We reasoned that our biobank may offer the opportunity to discover

mechanisms of evasion from the Tgf-b induced cytostatic response,

mediated by intra-epithelial Activin A signaling, in an unbiased

manner. Therefore, we attempted to culture multiple prostate orga-

noid lines in the absence of A83-01, waiting for the potential emer-

gence of clones capable to thrive in these conditions. Out of nine

prostate organoid lines (from three distinct mice), six were irrevers-

ibly lost within few weeks. Still, three lines survived for an extended

period, with two of them eventually adapting to the absence of A83-

01 and recovering the ability to be passaged at clonal density

(Fig 3A and B, Appendix Fig S4A and B). We performed bulk-RNA

sequencing on the C57#1 DLP organoid line in the presence of A83-

01, one day after inhibitor withdrawal, and upon adaptation;

additionally, we sequenced the C57#3 DLP organoid line in control

conditions and following adaptation (Fig 3C). We focused on tran-

scriptional alterations shared by both lines displaying adaptation to

A83-01 withdrawal. First, we noticed that gene signatures associated

with ATR signaling were strongly upregulated upon adaptation

▸Figure 2. Intra-epithelial non-canonical Activin A signaling mediates the Tgf-b-induced cytostatic response in mouse prostate organoids.

A Cell cycle analysis by flow cytometry (EdU vs. TO-PRO-3) in complete medium (ENRAD) or in the absence of A83-01 (24 h).
B Detection of proteins secreted by mouse prostate organoids in culture based on click-chemistry enrichment and mass spectrometry analysis (n = 4 biological

replicates; data points are shown with crossing line representing mean value).
C IF analysis for selected markers in mouse prostate tissue and organoid sections (scale bar = 50 lm).
D Representative stereoscopic images of mouse prostate organoids cultured in the absence of A83-01, with or without Follistatin (Fst, 500 ng/ml, 6 days), or with or

without the Activin A neutralizing antibody MAB3381 (1 lg/ml, 6 days). Scale bar = 1 mm.
E Western blot (WB) analysis in mouse prostate organoids for selected canonical and non-canonical Tgf-b signaling mediators, and the cell cycle inhibitor p21 (Activin

A, 50 ng/ml; Tgfb1, 500 ng/ml; 24 h).
F Schematic view of the non-canonical Activin A pathway, including inhibitors used for the experiments described in this figure.
G Representative stereoscopic images of mouse prostate organoids following treatment with Takinib (Tak1 inhibitor; 5 lM, 6 days), SB203580 (p38a/b inhibitor; 10 lM,

6 days) or the structurally unrelated Ralimetinib (p38a/b inhibitor; 1 lM, 7 days). Scale bar = 1 mm.
H Nuclear/Cytoplasmic fractionation and Western blot analysis in mouse prostate organoids for selected signaling mediators in the presence or absence of SB203580

(p38a/b inhibitor; 10 lM, 24 h).
I Gene set enrichment analysis (GSEA) plots displaying significant enrichment for inflammatory response and tumor necrosis factor (TNF) signaling in mouse prostate

organoids cultured without A83-01 (24 h) vs. complete medium (ENRAD).
J Nuclear/Cytoplasmic fractionation and western blot analysis in mouse prostate organoids for selected cell cycle regulators, in the presence or absence of SB203580

(p38a/b inhibitor; 10 lM, 24 or 48 h).

Data information: In (A) quantification of cells in S-phase for n = 3 biological replicates are presented in Appendix Fig S2A.
Source data are available online for this figure.
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(Fig 3D), indicating potential DNA replication stress in S-phase, a

finding consistent with phosphorylation of the cell cycle Checkpoint

kinase 1 (Chek1; Fig 3E). Of note, in the adapted C57#1 DLP line,

we detected widespread genomic instability (Figs 3F and EV5A–C)

and telomere doublets (Fig 3G and H), a hallmark of DNA replica-

tion stress, while retaining an intact p53 pathway (Fig EV5D–F).
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Second, in both adapted organoid lines, we observed the downregu-

lation of immune-related transcriptional programs (e.g., type-I

interferon-stimulated genes), suggesting an impairment of non-

canonical Activin A signaling (Appendix Fig S5A and B). Consis-

tently, we found that adapted organoid lines significantly reduced

Activin A secretion in culture (Fig 4A) and that exogenous Activin
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Figure 3. Evasion from the Tgf-b induced cytostatic response leads to DNA replication stress and genomic instability.

A Diagram depicting the expansion of mouse prostate organoid cultures in the absence of the Tgf-b ligand inhibitor A83-01 (n = 3 biological replicates per lobe-
specific organoid culture; arrow = continuous expansion; dot = passage; cross = culture loss).

B Representative stereoscopic images of C57BL/6J DLP #1 and #3 mouse prostate organoid lines during adaptation in the absence of A83-01. Scale bar = 1 mm.
C Principal component analysis (PCA) based on bulk RNA-sequencing of C57#1 DLP and C57#3 DLP mouse prostate organoids cultured in normal conditions (ENRAD;

n = 3 biological replicates, C57#1 DLP; n = 3 biological replicates, C57#3 DLP), upon acute A83-01 depletion (-A83-01, 24 h; n = 3 biological replicates, C57#1 DLP
only) or adaptation (-A83-01, long-term; n = 3 biological replicates, C57#1 DLP; n = 3 biological replicates, C57#3 DLP).

D Gene set enrichment analysis (GSEA) plot displaying significant enrichment for activation of ATR signaling in mouse prostate organoid lines (C57#1 DLP, top; C57#3
DLP, bottom) adapted to grow in the absence of A83-01 vs. normal control organoids cultured in complete medium (ENRAD).

E Western blot analysis in C57#1 and C57#3 DLP mouse prostate organoid lines adapted to grow in the absence of A83-01 vs. normal control organoids cultured in
complete medium (ENRAD). Immunoblots are displayed for Chek1 (ATR signaling mediator), Trp53 and p21.

F Representative spectral karyotype (SKY) images of metaphase spreads obtained from C57#1 DLP mouse prostate organoids cultured in normal conditions (ENRAD)
or upon adaptation without A83-01. Widespread genomic instability is observed following adaptation. Scale bars = 5 µm.

G, H Representative telomere FISH images—and quantification (n = 2 biological replicates, 20 metaphases per condition)—in C57#1 DLP mouse prostate organoids
cultured in normal conditions (ENRAD) or upon adaptation without A83-01. Widespread telomeric instability is observed following adaptation (arrows indicate
telomere doublets, one-way ANOVA, scale bars = 10 µm).

Data information: F, quantification of spectral karyotype (SKY) for 25 metaphases per condition in n = 2 biological replicates are presented in Fig EV5B.
Source data are available online for this figure.
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A (but not Tgfb1) was sufficient to restore the cytostatic response

(Fig 4B and C, Appendix Fig S6A–C).

Thus, mouse prostate organoids are capable to dampen the Tgf-

b-induced cytostatic response by downregulation of intra-epithelial

Activin A signaling.

Mouse prostate organoids with reduced intra-epithelial
Activin A signaling display enhanced engraftment upon
syngeneic transplantation

We wondered whether a reduced intra-epithelial Activin A signaling

may release the progenitor proliferative potential in response to

basal growth stimuli, within the relative quiescent microenviron-

ment of the adult prostate epithelium. To test this hypothesis, we

orthotopically transplanted dissociated mouse prostate organoid

cells into immunocompetent syngeneic mice (Fig 5A). Donor cells

were injected into the extensive branchial structures of the distal

anterior prostate, to avoid damage to the delicate proximal ducts and

maximize the probability of retention. Implantation of donor cells

into an immunocompetent host tissue characterized by a slow turn-

over can be considered challenging. Still, we found that, in compari-

son to control organoid cells, organoid cells adapted to grow without

A83-01 implanted with high frequency (Fig 5B) and gave rise to dys-

plastic foci, characterized by elevated mitotic index, cuboidal histol-

ogy, and nuclear atypia (Fig 5C and D, Appendix Fig S7).

We conclude that intra-epithelial non-canonical Activin A signal-

ing safeguards quiescence in prostate progenitors.

Discussion

Signaling pathways ensure coordination of tissue development,

homeostasis, regeneration, and their disruption can lead to disease.

The molecular bases of specific signals are difficult to investigate,

due to the challenges of disentangling cellular cross talks in vivo,

and of establishing representative models in vitro. More recently,

organoid models in defined media conditions have opened new

opportunities for the study of epithelia (Kretzschmar & Clevers,

2016). Benchmarking of these models with their corresponding in

vivo counterpart is paramount for the correct experimental interpre-

tations (Huch et al, 2017). Here, we demonstrated that mouse pros-

tate organoid cultures enable the continuous expansion of epithelial

progenitors in vitro, including basal, LumP, and PrU cells. Such cell

types are predominantly found near the urethra in vivo, but also in

the distal prostate compartment at low frequency. Our work

revealed that progenitor proliferation is dynamically regulated by

the antagonistic equilibrium between Egf and non-canonical Activin

A signaling, respectively—with at least partial reduction of the latter

required for cell cycle progression. The rationale perturbation of

additional biochemical signals, and mechanical cues, may enhance

progenitor differentiation toward distal luminal cells in culture.

It has long been known that the broad family of TGF-b signals

induces a cytostatic response in a large variety of epithelial cells. R-

SMADs activation inhibits proliferation of normal cells through the

context-dependent transcriptional induction of the potent cell cycle

inhibitors p21CIP1, p15INK4b, p57Kip2, and down-regulation of c-Myc.

TGF-b/SMAD barrier is frequently defective in colorectal, gastric,

ovarian, pancreatic, and head and neck carcinomas depending by

somatic mutations or epigenetic silencing of genes encoding core

elements of the pathway. In other types of solid malignancies such

as breast and prostate cancers, tumor cells become refractory to the

antiproliferative action of TGF-b without obvious alterations of prin-

cipal components of the canonical signaling. Noteworthy, TGF-b
pathway expands beyond RSMADs transcriptional program with

ligands such as activins and BMPs that increase the complexity of

the pathway by playing receptor-, context-, and cell type-dependent
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Figure 4. Adaptation occurs via reduction of intra-epithelial Activin A signalling.

A Enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) for Activin A expression in the supernatant of C57#1 and C57#3 DLP mouse prostate organoid lines, upon acute A83-01
removal (48 h) or long-term adaptation (n = 6 biological replicates). Two-way ANOVA, Sidak’s test, P-value *** (< 0.001), **** (< 0.0001).

B Representative stereoscopic images of C57#1 and C57#3 DLP mouse prostate organoid lines adapted to the absence of A83-01 and subsequently treated with either
Tgfb1 (500 ng/ml, 6 days) or Activin A (50 ng/ml, 6 days). Scale bar = 1 mm.

C Western blot analysis in the C57#1 DLP mouse prostate organoid line upon acute removal (24 h) or long-term adaptation to A83-01 removal, in the presence or
absence of Activin A (50 ng/ml, 24 h).

Source data are available online for this figure.
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roles in tumorigenesis (Rodgarkia-Dara et al, 2006; Sneddon et al,

2006; Gao et al, 2012; Tarragona et al, 2012). Defining the molecular

architecture of TGF-b signaling given the specific cellular context

will contribute to better understand the pleiotropic effect of the

TGF-b pathway in normal and cancer cells and, in turn, to optimize

targeting strategies for clinical testing.

TGF-b pathway acting in the prostate has remained poorly under-

stood. Earlier studies pointed to the importance of the Tgf-b family

ligand Activin (Cancilla et al, 2001; Gold & Risbridger, 2012). At the

mechanistic level, DePinho and colleagues initially focused on the

role of Smad4 as a proliferative barrier in a Pten-loss driven mouse

model of prostate cancer (Ding et al, 2011). Follow-up studies from

the same group and others, carried out in humans and mice, have

led to a more complex view (Gerke et al, 2015; Lu et al, 2017), with

the involvement of both canonical and non-canonical pathways.

We propose a prominent role for non-canonical Activin A signal-

ing in safeguarding quiescence in prostate epithelial progenitors

(Fig 5E). Our model may be relevant beyond tissue homeostasis and

the response to inflammation. Genes encoding for core components

of the non-canonical Activin A signaling pathway (e.g., ACVR2A,

MAP3K7) are frequently lost in prostate cancer, based on large

cohorts of patients in the United States (Cancer Genome Atlas

Research Network, 2015) and in China (Li et al, 2020). Moreover,

MAP3K7 loss has been linked to genomic instability in human pros-

tate cancer cell lines (Washino et al, 2019) and found to promote an

aggressive transcriptional program in prostate tumors, based on a

recent systematic pan-cancer analysis (Paull et al, 2021). In contrast,

genetic alterations rarely affect TGFB1 receptors (e.g., TGFBR2) or

SMAD factors (e.g., SMAD4), and enhanced canonical TGF-b signal-

ing has been reported in metastatic biopsies in therapy-resistant

prostate cancer patients (He et al, 2021). We speculate that reduc-

tion of non-canonical TGF-b signaling in quiescent progenitor cells

might allow cell cycle progression while maintaining residual

amounts of p21 and p16 cell cycle inhibitors into the nucleus. This

condition likely affects progression and stability of the replication

forks during the S phase thus favoring DNA damages and genomic

instability in proliferating prostate progenitor cells, sparing the well-

known transforming potential of the TGF-b canonical pathway.

Tak1/p38-MAPK signaling stimulated twomain sets of effector pro-

teins in prostate progenitors. On the one hand, we observed the nuclear

translocation of key negative cell cycle regulators (e.g., p16 and p21).

On the other hand, using biochemical and transcriptional analyses, we

demonstrated the activation of a broad transcriptional response, remi-

niscent of those induced by inflammatory cytokines and pathogens.

These findings are in line with recent observations on the immune

function of structural cells (Krausgruber et al, 2020) and suggest a

cross talk between the epithelial and immune compartments, beyond

the well-known mechanisms of anti-microbial defense. Prostate pro-

genitors—and, perhaps, other types of epithelia cells—may have the

ability to signal changes in their proliferative status and, immune cells

may have the capability to adjust their function in response.

To test the relevance of intra-epithelial non-canonical Activin A

signaling for the enforcement of quiescence in prostate progenitors,

we performed experiments in vitro and in vivo. Our long-term orga-

noid cultures—in the absence of Tgf-b receptor blockade—revealed

that cells capable to re-enter cell cycle had downregulated Activin A

secretion. Moreover, those cells were also capable to implant and

proliferate at increased frequency in vivo. While stromal sources of

Tgf-b ligands have been previously described in the prostate (Salm

et al, 2005; Wei et al, 2019), our study is the first to demonstrate a

key role for intra-epithelial signaling.

Notably, by enabling cell cycle progression in quiescent progeni-

tors while maintaining residual amounts of p21 and p16 cell cycle

inhibitors into the nucleus, dysregulation of non-canonical Activin

A signaling likely affects the progression and stability of the replica-

tion forks during the S phase, which promotes DNA replication

stress and genomic instability in proliferating prostate progenitors, a

finding that may be relevant to prostate tumor initiation. Indeed,

distal LumP cells have been shown to serve as cell-of-origin for

prostate cancer (Guo et al, 2020). In this regard, our orthotopic

transplantation approach may be particularly relevant for investigat-

ing the tumorigenic potential of distal progenitor cells.

Finally, P38 MAPK inhibitors—including Ralimetinib—are cur-

rently being tested in phase 1/2 clinical trials (Vergote et al, 2020).

Quiescent tumor progenitors—induced by the broad family of TGF-b
signals—are emerging as key mediators of chemotherapy resistance

in solid malignancy (Oshimori et al, 2015). In advanced prostate

cancers with a genetically intact Activin A non-canonical pathway,

P38 MAPK inhibitors may force tumors progenitors out of quies-

cence, improving the efficacy of standard chemotherapy regimens

(Quinn et al, 2017). While the complexity and pleiotropy of TGF-b
signaling has historically complicated drug development (Akhurst &

Hata, 2012), the elucidation of cell- and context-specific pathways

may lead to novel therapeutic opportunities.

Materials and Methods

Materials availability

All unique/stable reagents generated in this study are available from

the Lead Contact upon reasonable request or with a completed

Material Transfer Agreement.

Mouse housing and husbandry

All housing systems were following FELASA guidelines and recom-

mendations, concerning animal welfare, health monitoring and

◀ Figure 5. Enhanced engraftment of mouse prostate organoids with reduced Activin A signalling into immunocompetent hosts.

A Schematic view of the orthotopic transplantation strategy into the anterior prostate lobe of immunocompetent syngeneic C57BL/6J mice.
B Frequency of engraftment (%) of mouse prostate organoid lines (C57#1 DLP and C57#3 DLP) expanded in complete medium (normal C57#1 n = 8 mice, normal

C57#3 n = 2 mice) or adapted to the absence of A83-01 (adapted C57#1 n = 8 mice, adapted C57#3 n = 2 mice; Binomial test, two-tailed).
C Normalized mitotic (Ki67+) cell index in grafts of mouse prostate organoid lines (C57#1 DLP and C57#3 DLP) expanded incomplete medium conditions (normal) or

adapted to the absence of A83-01 (non-parametric Mann–Whitney test).
D Representative H&E, IF, and immunohistochemistry (IHC) analyses of host prostate tissue and engrafted donor organoid cells. Scale bar = 50 lm.
E Model of the molecular pathway primed by Activin A to safeguard quiescence in adult prostate progenitors.
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veterinary care, and were in compliance with the Directive 2010/

63/UE and its Italian transposition D. L.vo 26/2014. Particular atten-

tion was given to prevent animal suffering, by daily check of ani-

mals. The CIBIO animal facility is fully accredited and has seven

FTE (veterinarians, technicians, and technologists) charged with the

care of research animals, including mice. Mice were monitored daily

for general health and well-being and sentinel mice are used for

quarterly monitoring for specific pathogens.

Wild-type C57BL/6J (JAX # 000664) mice were purchased from

the Jackson Laboratory. Wild-type BALB/c (CRL # 028) and CD-1

(CRL # 022) mice were purchased from the Charles River Laborato-

ries. Mice were housed in groups of maximum five animals in IVC

cages with food and water ad libitum. Nesting materials and card-

board tunnels were provided as enrichment. The mice were housed

in room with 21°C temperature with 12 h light/dark cycle with light

gradually rising at 7:00 a.m. and gradually decreasing at 7.00 p.m.

All animal experiments were performed according to the Euro-

pean Communities Council Directive (2010/63/EU) and approved

by the Italian Ministry of Health and the University of Trento Ani-

mal Welfare Committee (642/2017-PR).

Generation of mouse prostate organoid lines

Mouse prostate organoids were generated from prostate glands col-

lected from adult (6-month- to 1-year-old) C57BL/6J, BALB/c, and

CD-1 wild-type males.

Isolation of mouse prostate tissue

Mice were euthanized through CO2 inhalation and cervical disloca-

tion for confirmation. The anterior (AP), dorso-lateral (DLP), and

ventral prostate (VP) lobes were dissected individually, using a

transverse cut at the intersection of each lobe with the urethra.

Paired lobes were collected for organoid cultures, histology, and

immunostaining studies.

Dissociation of mouse prostate tissue to single cells

Prostate tissue was minced into small pieces, washed, resuspended

into a digestion buffer—including Collagenase II (1 mg/ml; Life

Tech, 17101015) and Dispase II (10 mg/ml; Life Tech 17105041),

and transferred into a gentleMACS C tube (Miltenyi Biotec). Tissue

fragments were processed by alternating mechanical disruption—

using the gentleMACS Dissociator (A.01 -C tube program)—and

enzymatic digestion—incubating the solution at 37°C on a tube rota-

tor for 15 min. After three cycles, the cell suspension was pelleted,

resuspended in TrypLE (Life Tech, 12605010), and incubated for

5 min at 37°C. After two washes, the cell suspension was filtered

through a 70-lm strainer and counted.

3D prostate organoid cultures

Dissociated prostate cells were resuspended in 80% growth factor-

reduced basement matrix (either Matrigel�, Corning, 356231; or

BME-2�, AMSBIO, 3533) and seeded at the concentration of approx-

imately 50,000 cells/ml, by depositing at least six 40 ll drops at

the bottom of a non-tissue culture-treated plate. Basement matrix

domes were left to solidify for 15 min and covered with ENRAD

medium—including Egf (50 ng/ml; PeproTech, 315-09), Noggin

(100 ng/ml; PeproTech, 120-10C), R-Spondin1 (10% conditioned

medium), A83-01 (200 nM; Tocris, 2393), and dihydrotestosterone

(10 nM; Merck, 10300)—supplemented with Y-27632 (10 lM; Calbio-

chem, 146986-50-7) and ATRA (10 mM; Merck R2625). Organoids

were cultured in a standard tissue culture incubator, with medium

replacement every 2–3 days. After 6 days from the initial seeding,

organoids were imaged with a Leica MZ16F stereomicroscope and

organoid forming efficiency was calculated. For subsequent passages,

the basement membrane was dissolved using a recovery solution—

including Dispase II (1 mg/ml)—and organoids were dissociated to

small clumps/single cells as described above, using TrypLE. Follow-

ing the first passage, organoids were seeded at the concentration of

approximately 25,000 cells/ml. Growth factors and small molecules

used in this study are described in Appendix Table S1.

Lentiviral transduction of organoids

Organoids were dissociated to single cells, and approximately

50,000 cells were transduced for each condition. Spinoculation was

performed in a low-adhesion 96-well plate using 0.6 RTU of lenti-

viral solution, supplemented with polybrene (4 lg/ml; Sigma-

Aldrich, H9268) and complete medium (ENRAD) to reach a final

reaction volume of 300 ll. The plate was sealed with parafilm and

centrifuged for 1 h at 600 g. Afterwards, the cells were resuspended

in 200 ll of complete medium (ENRAD), supplemented with Y-

27632 (10 lM), and incubated in suspension at 37°C for 4–6 h. After

centrifugation, the cell pellet was resuspended in 80% basement

matrix and seeded as described above. Antibiotic selection was initi-

ated two days post-transduction. The following plasmids were used:

pLenti-AIB-EGFP (kindly donated by Massimo Pizzato), pSUPER-

retro-puro-Smad4 (Addgene #89829), and pSUPER-retro-puro-GFP

shRNA (Addgene #30519), MISSION� shRNA Lentiviral Transduc-

tion Particles (AcvrIb, Merck SHCLNV-TRCN0000022578, SHCLNV-

TRCN0000345027).

Orthotopic transplantation of organoid in syngeneic
recipient mice

Orthotopic transplantation of organoids was performed into the

prostate of month-old syngeneic immune-competent C57BL/6J 6

adult mice that were randomly assigned to the control or experimen-

tal arm. Organoids were dissociated as described above, with 50,000

cells per injection resuspended in 10 µl of 50% basement matrix,

supplemented with methylene blue (as tracer). Upon abdominal

incision of the host, the left anterior prostate lobe was exposed and

injected into the distal part. Injection was performed blinded to ran-

domization. Mice were regularly monitored and sacrificed after

6 months for tissue collection and histopathological analysis.

Flow cytometry

Organoids were dissociated to single cells as described above. For

cell surface antigen expression analysis, cells were incubated with

anti-Cd24a-APC and Sca-1-PE-Cy7 antibodies (1:800 dilution) at 4°C

for 20–30 min, followed by one wash with FACS buffer (1% FBS,

1mM EDTA). Cells were resuspended in FACS buffer, supplemented

with 1 lM propidium iodide (Life Tech, P3566) for dead cell
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exclusion, before proceeding to the analysis. For DNA content anal-

ysis, cells were resuspended in 100 ll ice-cold PBS and transferred

to a 15-ml tube. About 900 ll of ice-cold EtOH 70% were added

dropwise while agitating the cell suspension on a vortex. Cells were

then fixed for at least 2 h at �20°C before proceeding with three

washing steps in PBS, alternated by centrifugation (700 g, 5 min)

with no brake. Afterwards, cell pellet was resuspended in 100 ll of
DNAse-free RNAseA (0.5 lg/ml; Life Tech, 12091021) and incu-

bated for 10 min at 37°C. Cells were incubated with 100 ll of propi-
dium iodide (50 lg/ml) for 30 min, at room temperature, before

proceeding to the analysis. For cell cycle analysis, organoids were

treated with 10 lM EdU for 3 h. Then, organoids were harvested,

dissociated into single cells, and filtered through a 30-lm strainer.

Cells were pelleted and stained with the Click-iTTM Plus EdU Alexa

FluorTM 488 Flow Cytometry Assay Kit (Thermo Fisher Scientific,

C10632), according to the manufacturer protocol. After the incorpo-

ration of the fluorescent probe, cells were incubated with TO-PROTM-

3 Iodide (Life Tech, T3695) to stain for DNA content, before pro-

ceeding to the analysis. Flow cytometry was performed with a FACS

Canto (BD) analyser, and data were analyzed with Flow Jo v.10.

Histology, immunostaining, and live imaging

Organoids were cultured for 5–7 days, released from the basement

membrane as described above, seeded in a neutralized collagen

type-I solution (Corning, 354249), and cultured for additional

24 h, before proceeding to fixation in 4% paraformaldehyde

(Sigma-Aldrich, P6148) for 5 h, at room temperature. Prostate tis-

sue was harvested and immediately fixed using the same condi-

tions. Paraffin embedding and 5 µm sectioning were carried out

according to standard procedures. For immunofluorescence stud-

ies, antigen retrieval was performed using a citrate-based buffer

(pH 6.0; Vector Lab, H3300). Slides were incubated in blocking

solution (5% FBS + 0.1% Triton-X in PBS), before proceeding to

staining with primary antibodies, at 4°C, overnight. After three

washes, spectrally distinct fluorochrome-conjugated antibodies

were incubated for 2 h at room temperature. After three addi-

tional washes, samples were counterstained with Hoechst 33342

(Abcam, ab145597), and the coverslip was applied, using Fluor-

Save mounting medium (Merck, 345789). For immunohistochem-

istry studies, a similar protocol was followed, but using biotin-

conjugated secondary antibodies. The detection was performed

using the Vectastain� Elite ABC Peroxidase kit (Vector Labs, PK-

6100) according to the manufacturer instructions. The final reac-

tion was blocked by washing slides with water, and coverslips

were applied using the DPX mounting medium (Sigma, 06522).

For hematoxylin and eosin (H&E) staining, deparaffinized sections

were incubated with Gill hematoxylin (Merck, GH5232) for 2 min

and washed with water. Samples were washed with ethanol, incu-

bated with eosin Y (Merck, HT110132) for 3 min, washed again

twice with ethanol, and treated with xylene, before mounting the

coverslips in phenol-based mounting medium. For immunos-

taining with anti-Egfr and anti-Acvr1b antibodies, the urogenital

apparatus was isolated, snap-frozen in 2-methyl-buthanol cooled

in liquid nitrogen, and cryo-sectioned at 20 µm. Tissue slides were

fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde for 20 min at room temperature,

before proceeding as described above. For live imaging, organoids

were stably transduced with pLenti-AIB-EGFP. Images were

acquired using either a Zeiss Axio Imager M2, or a Zeiss Axio

Observer Z1 Apotome, or a Leica TCS SP8 Confocal. Image analy-

sis was performed with the Zeiss ZEN software or ImageJ

(v.2.0.0-rc-69/1.52i) (Rueden et al, 2017). Primary antibodies are

listed in the Appendix Table S2.

RNA extraction

Total RNA was extracted using the RNeasy Plus Micro kit (Qiagen,

74034) according to the manufacturer instructions and analyzed

with an Agilent BioAnalyzer 2100 to confirm integrity (RIN > 8),

before proceeding with downstream applications.

End-point semi-quantitative and quantitative real-time PCR

RNA was retrotranscribed into cDNA using the iScriptTM cDNA syn-

thesis kit (BioRad, 1708891). End-point PCR was performed using

Phusion Universal qPCR Kit (Life Tech, F566L), with PCR products

visualized by standard gel electrophoresis. For quantitative real-

time gene expression analysis, the qPCRBIO SyGreen Mix (PCRBio-

systems, PB20.14-05) was used according to the manufacturer

instructions. At least three biological replicates were run for each

sample, using the CFX96 Real-Time PCR thermocycler (Bio-Rad).

The data were processed using Bio-Rad CFX Manager software

(v.3.1), while gene expression quantification and statistical analyses

were performed with GraphPad PRISM (v.6.01). Primer sequences

are included in the Appendix Table S3.

RNA sequencing and data analysis

cDNA libraries were prepared with TruSeq stranded mRNA library

prep Kit (Illumina, RS-122-2101) using 1 lg of total RNA. RNA

sequencing was performed on an Illumina HiSeq 2500 Sequencer

using standard Rapid Run conditions at the Next-Generation

Sequence Facility of University of Trento. The obtained reads were

100 bp long, single ends, and 25 million on average for each sam-

ple. FASTQ file from Illumina HiSeq2500 sequencing machine

underwent adapter removal and quality-base trimming using

Trimmomatic-v0.35. Genomic alignments were performed onto the

Mouse genome (mm10 assembly version) using STAR-v2.6.0 aligner

with a maximum mismatch of two and default settings for all other

parameters. Then, uniquely mapped reads were selected and

processed with HTSeq-count v0.5.4 tool to obtain gene-level raw

counts based on GRCm38.92 Ensembl (www.ensembl.org) annota-

tion. Genes with CPM (Counts Per Million) < 1 in all replicates were

considered unexpressed and hence removed from the analysis.

TMM (Trimmed Mean of M values) normalization and CPM conver-

sion were next performed to obtain gene expression levels for down-

stream analyses. For each comparison, differential expression

testing was performed using the edgeR-3.20.9 statistical package.

According to the edgeR workflow, both common (all genes in all

samples) and separate (gene-wise) dispersions were estimated and

integrated into a Negative Binomial generalized linear model to

moderate gene variability across samples. For each comparison,

genes having a log Fold-change outside the range of � 1.5 and an

FDR q-value equal or smaller than 0.01 were considered as differen-

tially expressed between the two groups. Deposited RNA sequencing

datasets are described in Appendix Table S4.
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Gene set enrichment analysis

For the gene set enrichment analysis, the GSEA software (v4.0.3)

was run in the ‘pre-ranked’ mode using the Fold-change as a rank-

ing metric and an FDR enrichment threshold of 0.25. Gene sets were

directly obtained from the Molecular Signature (MSig) database

(http://software.broadinstitute.org/gsea/msigdb) focusing on all

available sets reported in the following MSigDB collections: C2

(curated gene sets): Biocarta, Kegg, Reactome; C5 (Gene ontology):

Biological Processes, Cellular Component, Molecular Function; C6

(oncogenic signatures) and C7 (immunologic signatures).

Principal component analysis

Principal component analysis (PCA) was performed using the

DESeq2 R-package (Love et al, 2014) as follows: normalized counts

(CPM) were firstly converted into a DESeqDataset object through a

DESeqDatasetFromMatrix function with default parameters and

transformed through the variantStabilizingTransformation function

to stabilize variance-mean relation across samples. Then, trans-

formed data were analyzed by PCA (plotPCA function) generating a

two-dimensional space where the two first components are

represented.

Single cell expression analysis

Log-2 transformed count data were downloaded from the Broad

Institute Single Cell Portal (https://singlecell.broadinstitute.org/

single_cell/study/SCP1080/anterior). The clusters’ annotations for

each cell were retrieved as assigned by Crowley et al (2020) and

employed for the violin plots generation.

Subcellular fractionation and western blotting

Cell pellets from organoid cultures were obtained as previously

described and lysed in fresh RIPA buffer (50 mM Tris–HCl, pH

7.5, 150 mM NaCl, 1% Triton X-100, 1% sodium deoxycholate,

1% NP-40) supplemented with protease (HaltTM protease inhibitor

cocktail, Life Tech, 87786) and phosphatase inhibitors

(Phosphatase-Inhibitor Mix II solution, Serva, 3905501). Nuclear/

cytoplasmic fractionation was performed using NE-PER Nuclear

and Cytoplasmic Extraction Kit (Life Tech, 78833) according to

the manufacturer instructions. Protein concentrations were mea-

sured using the BCA Protein Assay Kit (PierceTM BCA Protein

Assay kit, Thermo Fisher Scientific, 23225) and a Tecan Infinite

M200 Plate Reader.

Protein extracts were resolved via SDS–PAGE, transferred to

polyvinylidene difluoride (PVDF) membrane (Merck, GE10600023)

using a wet electroblotting system (Bio-Rad). The membranes were

blocked with 5% non-fat dry milk or 5% BSA in TBS-T (50 mM

Tris–HCl, pH 7.5, 150 mM NaCl, 0.1% Tween20) for 1 h, at room

temperature, and then incubated with gentle shaking with desig-

nated primary antibodies overnight, at 4°C. Membranes were incu-

bated with HRP-conjugated secondary antibody in blocking buffer

for 1 h at room temperature. Immunoreactive bands were detected

using ECL LiteAblot plus kit A + B (Euroclone, GEHRPN2235) with

an Alliance LD2 device and software (UVITEC). Primary antibodies

are provided in the Appendix Table S2.

Click-it chemistry-based mass spectrometry analysis

Organoids were seeded at the approximate concentration of

50,000 cells/ml, depositing seven 40 ll domes per individual well

of a six-well non-tissue culture plate. Three wells were used for each

condition. Following methionine depletion (2 h), organoids were

grown overnight at 37°C with L-azidohomoalanine (AHA) medium.

Conditioned supernatants were collected, supplemented with prote-

ase inhibitors, and stored at �80°C until further processing. CLICK-

IT enrichment of AHA-labeled secreted proteins was performed with

the Click-iTTM protein enrichment kit (Thermo Fisher Scientific,

C10416) as previously described (Eichelbaum et al, 2012; Eichel-

baum & Krijgsveld, 2014). Following trypsin digestion, peptides

were purified by reversed-phase (C18) stage-tip purification (Rapp-

silber et al, 2007). LC-MS/MS analysis was performed by an EASY-

LC 1000 coupled to a Q-Exactive mass spectrometer (Thermo Fisher

Scientific). LC-MS/MS data analysis was conducted using the

MaxQuant/Perseus software suite.

Enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA)

Activin A quantification was performed using the corresponding

Quantikine ELISA Kit (R&D Systems, DAC00B) according to the

manufacturer instructions.

Karyotype analysis

Organoid cultures were treated with nocodazole (15 lM; Sigma,

SML1665) for 5 h. Organoids were recovered from basement mem-

brane, and 900 ll/sample of 50 mM KCl were added to the cell pellet

dropwise, followed by 10 min of incubation at 37°C. After centrifu-

gation (200 g, 5 min) 900 ll/sample of Carnoy’s fixative (methanol/

acetic acid 3:1) was added dropwise. Samples were resuspended and

incubated for 10 min at 37°C, followed by three washes with metha-

nol/acetic acid 2:1. Approximately 25,000 cells/samples were resus-

pended in 50 ll and dropped from at least 1 meter of height, directly

on a glass slide. After air-drying, the glass slide was incubated with

Hoechst 33342, at room temperature, for 10 min, and then washed

with methanol/acetic acid 2:1 for 5 min. After air-drying, coverslips

were mounted with ProLong Gold Antifade (Invitrogen, P36934).

Images were acquired at the Zeiss Observer Z1 microscope and ana-

lyzed with ImageJ (v2.0.0-rc-69/1.52i).

Multicolor FISH (M-FISH), Chromosome painting and
Telomeric FISH

For M-FISH, fixed cells were dropped onto glass slides and hybrid-

ized with the 21XMouse Multicolor FISH Probe Kit (MetaSystems,

D-0425-060-DI), as previously described (Nieri et al, 2013). Briefly,

the slides were denatured in 0.07 N NaOH and then rinsed in a

graded ethanol series. The probe mix was denatured using a MJ

mini personal thermal cycler (Bio-Rad) with the following program:

5 min at 75°C, 30 s at 10°C, and 30 min at 37°C. The probe was

added to the slides and the coverslip was sealed using rubber

cement. The samples were then hybridized in a humidified chamber

at 37°C for 48 h, washed in saline-sodium citrate (SSC) buffer for

5 min at 75°C, and finally counterstained with DAPI (Abcam,

6843.2), in Vectashield mounting medium. Metaphases were
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visualized and captured using a Zeiss Axio-Imager M1 microscope.

The karyotyping and cytogenetic analysis of each single chromo-

some was performed using the M-FISH module of the ISIS software

(MetaSystems). A total of 25 metaphases for each sample spreads

were analyzed in two biological replicates.

For chromosome painting, fixed cells were dropped onto glass

slides and hybridized with enumeration XMP painting probes spe-

cific for chromosomes X (red label) and chromosome Y (green label;

MetaSystems, D-1420-050-OR, D-1421-050-FI) following the manu-

facturer instructions. Briefly, probes were applied to the slides,

denatured at 75°C for 2 min, and then incubated at 37°C overnight.

The slides were washed in SSC and counterstained with DAPI in

antifade reagent (MetaSystems, D-0902-500-DA). Metaphases were

visualized and captured using a Zeiss Axio-Imager M1 microscope.

A total of 100 metaphases were analyzed for each sample in two

biological replicates.

For telomeric FISH, staining was performed as previously

described (Samper et al, 2000). Briefly, slides and the Cy3 linked

telomeric (TTAGGG)3 PNA probe, (DAKO Cytomatation, K5326)

were co-denatured at 80°C for 3 min, and hybridized for 2 h at

room temperature, in a humidified chamber. After hybridization,

slides were washed and then dehydrated with an ethanol series and

air-dried. Finally, slides were counterstained with DAPI and Vecta-

shield. Images were captured at 63× magnification using a Zeiss

Axio-Imager M1 microscope, and the telomere signals were ana-

lyzed using the ISIS software (MetaSystems). Telomere doublets fre-

quency was calculated as the ratio between the number of doublets

signals and the total number of chromosomes in each metaphase

analyzed (Berardinelli et al, 2019). At least 20 metaphases in two

biological replicates were analyzed.

Chemicals and recombinant proteins used in this study are

described in Appendix Table S5.

Quantification and statistical analysis

The in vitro experiments were not randomized, and the investigators

were not blinded to allocation during experiments and outcome

assessment. The in vivo transplantation experiments were random-

ized, and the investigators were blinded to allocation during experi-

ments and outcome assessment. The in vitro experiments were

carried out on organoid lines derived from at least two distinct ani-

mals and repeated at least in three biological replicates. The in vivo

transplantation experiments were based on two distinct organoid

lines and were repeated at least two times. No statistical methods

were used to predetermine sample size. Data collection was

performed using Microsoft Office Excel 2016–2018 and statistical

analysis was performed using GraphPad Prism 6 software. The

number of replicates, the format of the data, and the statistical tests

are indicated in figure legends. P-values < 0.05 were considered

significant.

Software and algorithms used in this study are described in

Appendix Table S6.

Data availability

The datasets produced in this study are available in the following

databases:

RNA sequencing data have been deposited in the BioProject with

identifier PRJNA659468 and are available at the following link:

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/bioproject/?term=PRJNA659468.

Proteomic data have been deposited in ProteomeXchange with

identifier PXD029660 and are available at the following link:

http://proteomecentral.proteomexchange.org/cgi/GetDataset?

ID=PXD029660.

Expanded View for this article is available online.
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